A method of shaft inlet air heating through methane regenerative thermal oxidation
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Abstract: Coal fired boiler or coal-fired hot blast stove is used in the heating system of coal mine for shaft inlet air heating (SIAH). The smoke and dust emission pollution is serious and the energy consumption is high. With the intensification of haze and the implementation of energy-saving and environmental protection policy, this heating mode of SIAH will be gradually banned. In view of this situation, a process method of flue gas heating for SIAH after coal mine methane (CMM) regenerative thermal oxidation (RTO) device is designed to replace coal-fired boiler or coal-fired hot blast furnace. The working principle and main composition of the system are introduced. The special design is carried out around the safety of the system. The distribution of flue gas heat after oxidation and the adjustment process with the change of load are analyzed, and the effect of application is evaluated. The research shows that the CMM RTO for SIAH method can effectively solve the need of coal mine heating, promote the safe production of coal mine by destroying and treating the low concentration methane which is difficult to use, achieve greenhouse gas emission reduction, and provide a new model for the transformation and upgrading of coal enterprises.

1. Introduction

SIAH is an important guarantee for safe production in coal mine heating season, especially in the cold area of northern China, whose function is to avoid the formation of ice in the wellbore to affect the normal use of mine production equipment. Coal burning boiler or coal-fired hot blast stove is the common heating type in coal mine, which is characterized by heavy soot pollution and high energy consumption in coal combustion process. With the increase of haze in winter and the increasing attention to environmental protection, more and more attention has been paid to the emission of pollutants from coal-fired boilers. Small-tonnage coal-fired boilers and coal-fired hot-air stoves are gradually being banned by energy-saving and environmental-friendly energy supply. There are many kinds of alternative energy supply methods for SIAH [1-5], such as gas boiler, air source heat pump and electric heating. However, some limitations or shortcomings of this technology make it difficult to be popularized: the fuel consumption cost of gas boiler is higher, the electricity consumption cost of electric heating way is higher, and the actual heating effect of air source heat pump is not good, while the cost of electricity consumption is high and special requirement is needed for low grade heat source. In order to solve the problem of heavy pollution and high energy consumption for traditional way of SIAH, this paper combines CMM RTO technology [6-13] with the requirement of SIAH. The method is feasible in technology, good in economy, stable and reliable for SIAH, and can destroy the low concentration CMM which is difficult to use directly, promote the safe production of coal mine, reduce greenhouse gas, and achieve more benefits with one stone.
2. Principal of CMM RTO for SIAH technology

2.1 Operating principles of the system

When CMM and air are mixed through the mixing system and the concentration reaches the requirements of the system, the mixture is transported to the RTO unit where the oxidation reaction takes place, and the heat is produced to maintain the heat balance of the RTO unit itself. The excess heat is pumped out in the form of high temperature smoke, sent to the gas/gas heat exchanger to produce the hot air above 60 ℃ for mixing the fresh air at the shaft inlet to above 2 ℃, so as to achieve the purpose of SIAH in the heating season. At the same time, the other part of the high temperature smoke will be sent to the gas/water heat exchanger and the boiling water furnace respectively to produce hot water for bath and drinking water respectively, realizing the utilization of the heat energy of the high temperature smoke in many ways. After heat transfer, the smoke will be cooled to about 100-150 ℃ and sent to the chimney. In order to prevent freezing during gas mixing and transporting process in the pipeline during heating period of north coal mine, through design and adjusted calculation, the smoke with suitable flow rate is selected to the mixing section of CMM and air, and the smoke from 100-150 ℃ is mixed with air once, (a mixture of several small diameter smoke pipes and air pipes through hedge mixing) with the goal of temperature is larger than the dew point temperature of water at normal temperature (0 ℃), and the mixture with CMM is mixed twice in the mixer. At the same time, the heat preservation material is laid in the system pipeline to ensure that there is no ice hidden danger in the mixing and conveying process, maintaining safe and stable operation of the system.

2.2 Composition of main systems

The system is mainly composed of CMM mixing and conveying system, RTO device, heat exchanger for SIAH, heat medium conveying pipeline, heat distribution regulating system, chimney, monitoring system, and other subsidiary pipes and valves. The monitoring system contains signal interlocking emergency stopping technology, including setting gas flow rate and system stop signal to ensure the safety of system equipment when lightning strike, mis-operation and other unexpected conditions occur.

(1) Low concentration CMM transportation safety system, mainly including water seal, fire proof and explosion relief device, automatic explosion arrester device, automatic powder injection explosion suppression device, flame sensors, pressure sensors, concentration sensors, automatic tailrace device and monitoring sub-station, and so on. A steam separator is generally added in the end of the CMM transportation pipeline to prevent a large amount of water entering the RTO unit for affecting the heat transfer efficiency. The low concentration CMM transportation safety system sets up three kinds of fire arresting equipment through different fire resistance mechanisms and effectively regulating and controlling by monitoring substations, which can ensure the safety and reliability of low concentration CMM transportation.

(2) CMM mixing and conveying system, which mainly includes air intake pipe and flow regulating valve, mixer, mixing process monitoring system, pipeline and valve of mixed conveying system, etc. The main function is to provide a safe and reliable methane source with uniform mixing for the CMM RTO unit (the concentration can range from 0.2%-1.2%, and the concentration can be adjusted and controlled according to the demand); The main characteristics of the system are that the flow rate of the gas source is stable, the transportation temperature can ensure that there is no ice hidden danger in the pipeline in winter, the mixture gas concentration fluctuates little, and the mixing uniformity is high.
The main function of the CMM RTO device is to preheat methane fuel in the regenerator, and oxidize it in the combustor to produce high temperature smoke. The heat is stored in the regenerative chamber on the outlet side and flowed to the chimney. The excess heat can be pumped out through the top flue gas heat outlet for thermal energy utilization.

The designed RTO unit is a structure of four regenerators, and the upper part of the regenerator is designed as an interconnected area, called the combustion chamber, which is the main reaction area after the mixture fuel is preheated. The mixture fuel reacts in the RTO unit to release heat and maintain the heat balance of the system. The excess heat passes through the top gas outlet, and the heat is exported to the boiler or heat exchanger in the form of high temperature smoke to produce heat medium for heating or other means of energy. The pneumatic directional valve in the lower part of the RTO unit can realize the switching between inlet and outlet flow direction, and realize the heat transfer and balance process between the regenerative chambers.

The main fan can provide CMM/air mixture transportation power for RTO unit, overcome the resistance of oxidation device, realize frequency conversion regulation, and adjust the flow rate of the mixture flow according to the load change.

Combustion-supporting fan, which can provide combustion air for the fuel of RTO unit in the cold start-up process, realize full combustion and achieve the purpose of preheating the RTO unit inside.

Heat exchangers for SIAH, the structure of which can be gas/gas type, and gas/water type, etc., according to the existing design of heating chamber and the requirement of building heating (BH).

The heat medium conveying pipe network, including the flue gas from the outlet of the RTO unit passes through the heat exchanger to transfer to the wellhead heating room and other heating pipe section, with related instrument and the pipe insulation.

Heat regulation and distribution systems, including pneumatic regulating valves, pneumatic shutoff valves, instrumentation and corresponding insulation measures, etc. It is used to realize the adjustment and distribution of available heat between different heat loads.
The smoke reflux preheating air intake system mainly consists of smoke regulating valve, smoke insulation conveying pipeline, intake air pipe and regulating valve, intake/smoke mixing section and so on. The main function of the system is to adjust the flow of smoke from the back end of the heat exchanger to the chimney, to raise the inlet air temperature above the dew point temperature of water, and then to mix with the CMM to avoid the hidden danger of ice formation in the mixing process.

3. Application effect analysis

3.1 Mine basic load requirement

Taking a northern coal mine as an example, it is planned to use CMM RTO system instead of coal-fired boiler to realize SIAH, and to provide Building heating (BH) for air well duty room and boiling water (BW) for drinking. The lowest monthly mean temperature in winter is -19 °C, and the air flow rate of the wellbore is 10000Nm³/h. According to the calculation, the demand for SIAH is 4962kW. At the same time, the BH load is 600kW, and BW load is 400kW. The total load is 5962kW.

3.2 Process system design

Design a set of 100,000Nm³/h CMM RTO device and waste heat steam boiler. When the treatment concentration of the RTO unit is 1.2%, the heat output is 9095 kW. Considering the transmission loss and heat transfer efficiency, the heat source heat output is 6063 kW, which can satisfy demand of SIAH, BH and BW.

Using the flow regulating valve to regulate the steam flows to SIAH, BH, and BW, etc., according to heat load requirements, so that the heat produced by the waste heat boiler is reasonable and effective allocated. The process is shown below.

Fig.3 The process of flue for heating the shaft and supplying heat

3.3 Application

When the weather conditions change, the inlet air temperature rises to -10 °C, and the SIAH load drops to 2835 kw, while the SIAH, BH and BW load total 3835 kw. The concentration of treated methane can be reduced to 0.8%, and the maximum heat output of the waste heat boiler after RTO unit is 4042 kW, which can meet all the heat load requirements (loss and heat transfer efficiency are considered). Similarly, when the inlet air temperature continues to rise to -4 °C, the treated methane concentration can be reduced to 0.5%. The waste heat boiler can output heat 2526kw (considering the loss of heat transfer and heat transfer efficiency), which can meet the total heat load requirement of 2418kw. At the same time, the smoke temperature from the outlet of the waste heat boiler is about 150 °C, which should be sent to the chimney. In this process system, part or all of it (according to the actual demand, with excess smoke sent to the chimney) would be used for heating the intake of cold air in the mixture section, to avoid the phenomenon of mixing and icing in the transportation process and avoid the occurrence of the running accident.

The methane concentration of the CMM is about 8%, with a total utilization amount of 12,000
Nm$^3$/h. When the ambient temperature is -19 °C and the target gas mixture temperature is 21 °C, the flow rate of the air to be mixed and the smoke reflux are 67,000Nm$^3$/h and 21,000Nm$^3$/h, respectively. When the ambient temperature is -15 °C, the fluxes of mixed air and smoke reflux are 69,000Nm$^3$/h and 19,000Nm$^3$/h, respectively. When the ambient temperature is -10 °C, the amount of air mixed and smoke reflux is 71,000Nm$^3$/h and 17,000Nm$^3$/h respectively (assuming that the smoke reflux temperature is constant at 150 °C when the ambient temperature changes). It is estimated that the smoke flow at the outlet of the waste heat boiler is about 24,000Nm$^3$/h, and the excess flue gas is sent directly to the chimney except the smoke reflux.

4. Conclusion

(1) In the designed four-chamber structure RTO device, only one chamber changes from inlet to outlet when the directional valve is switched, and wouldn’t occur the phenomenon of no air flow into the regenerator resulting in blower pressure suppression. The relative cross-sectional area of a single regenerator is smaller, the airflow distribution is more uniform, and the oxidation effect is better.

(2) the heat regulation and distribution system are composed of pneumatic regulating valve, pneumatic shutoff valve, flow meter and monitoring system, used to regulate and distribute available heat between different heat loads after oxidation. While satisfying the heat load demand, the smoke from the outlet of the heat exchanger is reflux to the CMM/air mixture section, mixed with the cold air to raise the inlet air temperature, which can not only prevent the freezing of the mixture gas transportation process in heating season, but also improve the circulating heat efficiency of the system, realizing the thermal energy cascade utilization of smoke.

(3) With the country paying more and more attention to environmental pollution control such as haze, the promotion of new energy saving and environmental protection heating technology in coal mines will show a broad application prospect. At present, the technology of RTO has gradually become the research hotspot, and has been applied more and more in the coal industry. Taking the CMM RTO technology as an example, it can not only destroy and treat low concentration CMM, but also provide stable heat medium output, which makes coal enterprises solve their own heating demands while obtaining policy subsidy. With the implementation of carbon trading policy, the economy of the technology will be better, which is expected to replace the existing SIAH mode in the coal industry.
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